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ABSTRACT
Three experimental situations were set up in an effort to determine 
Whether a "two factor”* mediatlonal explanation would more adequately 
predict results In reversal and overlearning tasks than uniprocess, S~H 
theories, or vice versa.-
The first study involved a simple reversal in a simultaneous 
discrimination situation (T~maze) following differential (Group DR) 
or continuous (Group OR) reinforcement in a successive situation 
(runway). In the second study, the Ss were given a substantial amount 
of overtraining on the successive problem and then were reversed on the 
simultaneous one. In the final experiment, Ss were trained and reversed 
in the simultaneous situation. One group was allowed free responding in 
both training and reversal. A second group however, was forced in training 
to either the- ■ left or right side of the mass depending upon which S it was 
yoked to in the first group. In the reversal 'part, they received the 
same conditions as Group 1.
The "two factor" theorists would predict faster reversals for the 
free choice groups as well as Group PR in the first two studies. An 
"observing response" developed during training would be the determining 
factor for the positive transfer between -acquisition and reversal. Hie 
uniprocess theorists would predict no significant differences in reversal 
learning for the groups in Experiment 3 since the instrumental response 
tendencies for the two groups should be approximately equal. They would 
also predict that Croup CR would show superior performance in the first 
two studies because of-the absence of negative instrumental response 
tendencies in the reversal situation.
the results generally supported the "two process" position and were 
discussed in relation to which of these positions best predicted the 
data. A compromise was suggested between hyckofffs "observing response" 
theory (1952), and m  "attention" theory advocated by Mackintosh (1965)*
SIMPLE ASSOCIATION VERSUS MEDIATION 
IK REVERSAL LEARNING
INTRODUCTION
A number of studies have supported the hypothesis that pretraining 
with differential cues in one experimental situation results in positive 
transfer in the learning of a different experimental task involving the 
same discriminanda. this has been especially true when the positive and 
negative cues have remained constant from one problem to the next, bhile 
most investigators are in agreement about the facilitating effects of 
differential training in the learning of a discrimination task or series 
of tasks, their views as to why this facilitation occurs are very dissimilar.
Generally, these views have fallen within two types of theoretical 
explanations. One espouses a frtwo stage” interpretation, implying the 
necessity of some type of mediating process occurring within the organism.
The other is essentially an S-R explanation which holds that subjects (Ss) 
respond principally to stimulus cues without the presence of higher 
mental functioning.
Basically the first view holds that in discrimination training, the 
S learns not only the positive and negative cues, but also learns to code 
information in toms of stimulus relationships, tlhtil this mediation 
occurs, the S will not learn the appropriate instrumental response 
tendencies. Once learned, this mediating process becomes the determining 
factor for the occurrence of positive transfer between different experi­
mental situations involving the same cues, lawrence (1949, 1950) found 
that learning was facilitated when the positive and negative cues remained 
constant from a simultaneous to a successive discrimination task and
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vice-versa. He hypothesised that the different cues in the experimental 
task initiate a mediating response through the process of ©nd-organ 
stimulation* This mediating response modifies the internal pattern of 
stimuli which becomes more distinctive as learning occurs* This acquired 
distinctiveness of cues Is retained and available to the S for aid in later 
learning situations* Wyckoff (1952) in an attempt to develop a more exten­
sive theory of discrimination learning, proposed that the probability of an 
S paying attention to relevant cues is maximised in a discrimination task. 
Kyckoff specifically postulates that when an S learns, to make a choice 
discrimination, he also acquires an ’‘observing response1* which is retained 
from one experimental situation to the next with a high degree of probability* 
Sutherland (1959) has suggested that in a. discrimination task, Ss must learn 
which features of the stimulus situation to attend to, and which responses 
to make* Attending to the different stimuli results in the switching in 
of analysing mechanisms within the S. these analysers function in much 
the same way as Lawrence *s (1949, 1950) mediated distinctiveness of cues. 
Kendler and Kendler (1959, 1962) worked with human $s, and postulated 
that implicit verbal response© were probably the main factors responsible 
for positive transfer in successive discrimination problems. Recently,
Trapold and Fairlie (1965) and Mackintosh (1965) presented further 
evidence supporting the "two stage" mediation&l theory of discrimination 
learning.
Essentially, all these "two stage" theories or view© assume that the 
$ must first impose some organisational structure on the environment in 
the form of mediating responses (i.e. observing responses, analyzers, 
etc.) before he can correctly respond to differential cues in the 
discrimination task,
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The second view falls more under the heading of a }!one stage0 or 
uniprocess explanation of discrimination learning. Instead of conceiving 
of learning in terns of cognitive or mediatiotial changes* these theorists 
emphasise such things as etimulua-response connections* bonds* associations* 
habits or tendencies. Denngr (1943) and Shrenfreud (1949) emphasised the 
principle of secondary reinforcement in explaining reults that showed 
faster learning under conditions of differential training than with other 
types. While they predicted nothing about transfer of secondary rein­
forcement* it seems reasonable that a case could be made for employing 
the effects of secondary reinforcement as the facilitating factor in the 
learning of new discrimination tasks. 0*Amato and Jagoda (1960* 1961) 
presented evidence that avoidance tendencies previously associated with 
non-reinforcement are important factors' in discrimination learning.
Approach and avoidance tendencies previously built up in one experimental 
task would affect the Sfs performance on future problems employing the 
same stimuli. Closely related to this idea is Hull (1952) .and Spence*s 
(1936* 1937a» 193?b) conditioning-eactinetion theory of discrimination 
learning. Excitatory tendencies occur to rewarded stimuli while inhibi­
tory tendencies are present with non-rewarded stimuli. Habit strengths 
are then built up to each of the different cues and are present from one 
discrimination to the next.
Finally it is interesting to note that ?fowrer(1960) speaks of con­
ditioned emotional responses (CERs) established through S-R connections 
as being essential’in the learning of any type of discrimination problem. 
Mowrer goes one step further though and says that these CSSs initiate 
feelings of hope and fear within the S. Thus while employing terminology 
closely related to the single process theorists (when referring to CERs)*
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Mowrer is really sore in line with the "two factor" or cognitive theorists 
(when feelings of hope and fear become the final determiners of behavior).
It is important to remember that all these interpretations deal with 
the same phenomenon but describe it from entirely different theoretical 
viewpoints and terminology. Both would predict that differentially" 
trained 3s would solve a problem much faster than Ss trained tinder other 
conditions (e.g. continuous reinforcement to one cue or a series of 
different cues), likewise* positive transfer from one task to another 
should b© present as long as both positive and negative cues remained 
the same, the difference between the two views is over the question of 
whether organisms (especially infrahuman ones) can conceptualise the 
relationships in one experimental setting and then apply the learned 
principle to other situations involving the same cues.
In an effort to determine which of these positions is the more 
correct behavioral researchers have typically looked at the areas of 
reversal learning and overlearning. It is in these areas that the two 
views advocate divergent predictions concerning the acquisition of the 
new experimental task. Reversal learning will be dealt with first and 
then overlearning.
Wyckoff (1952) has stated that when a well learned discrimination 
is reversed* the probability of observing the relevant cues would 
decrease only temporarily, but then return to a high value with a 
facilitation in the learning of the reversal task. In other words, a 
reversal of a discrimination problem should be easier to learn than the 
original acquisition problem provided that an "observing response" has,., 
been established prior to reversal. If an S does not have the opportunity 
to acquire this "observing response" (as in continuous reinforcement,
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or when too few discrimination trials are given), learning a reversal 
would most probably take as long or longer than original acquisition.
There are several reasons why this would be the case. First the Ss 
would probably he influenced by the partial reinforcement of responses 
to essentially undifferentiated cues* Jenkins (1961) gives a very clear 
explanation concerning the effects of intermittency of reinforcement in 
the early stages of discrimination training on subsequent extinction.
Ss reversed before acquiring an "observing response" would not have fully 
learned the appropriate instrumental responses and would fee affected by 
some form of partial reinforcement effect (PEE). Reversal acquisition 
would therefore be hindered and learning would fee slower than in original 
training. Secondly, reversal prior to the obt&inment of an "observing 
response" would result in negative transfer as the 8 would have to begin 
anew to learn the relationships between the new or different stimuli.
In the case of continuous reinforcement, the acquisition of an "observing 
response" would not be necessary for solution of the problem. Khen the 
previous positive stimulus becomes negative and a new or novel positive 
stimulus Is paired with it, acquisition should take longer than if the 
Ss had received differential training. The latter group would have 
already learned the relationship between the stimuli (via an "observing 
response") while the former group woxild have to learn this relationship 
in the reversal situation.
feyckoff (1954) presents evidence supporting his predictions while 
Shepp and Simas (1964) advocate the overall mediational view. In the 
latter study, it was shown that when the relevant stimuli on consecutive 
problems are members of the same dimension, transfer of "observing 
responses" learned in one discrimination facilitates solution of the 
second. Shepp and Fimas further substantiated their findings by referring
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to- a number of studies which have shown that reversal shifts are learned 
faster than nonreversal shifts (®*g., Buss* 1953, 1956; Harrow and 
Friedman, 1958; House and Zeaman, 1962)*
Th© existing literature however by no means conclusively supports the 
prediction© of the ”two process11 theorists. D*Amato and Jagoda (1960,
1961) showed how avoidance tendencies acquired in original learning hinder 
the acquisition of a reversal task, Thus Ss trained under differential 
reinforcement should learn the reversal more' slowly than the original 
problem, but also should do less well than Ss who have had no previous 
experience with these negative stimuli (as in continuous reinforcement)*
The difference in performance would b© due to the presence of avoidance 
tendencies to the previous negative' stimulus in the differentially 
trained Ss* (It should be noted that Birch, Ison, and Sperling (i960)
i
placed more emphasis on the effects of the previous positive stimulus 
in reversals. If approach tendencies are the determining factor in 
reversal learning, there should be no difference between groups trained 
under continuous or differential reinforcement conditions) frits (1931) 
as well as Borth (1950a, 1950b) presented results which show that a 
great deal of negative transfer exists when a discrimination is reversed.
Ss therefore learned the reversal task more slowly than the original.
Tighe (1964, 1965) and Coate and Gardner (1965) seem to show that 
nonreversal shifts are much easier to learn than reversal shifts. The 
results, are interpreted in terms of a uniprocess theory.
Thus the results of discrimination training upon a subsequent reversal 
have been somewhat contradictor. This disagreement in results is also 
present when many successive reversals are considered. Harlow (1949) found 
that over successive' reversals, Ss became more adept at ©loving Hie
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discrimination problems. While be interpreted these results to terms of a 
uniproeess theory (i.e. suppression of incorrect responses), the two factor 
theorists could also account for them in terms of mediated behavior. Theios 
(1965) while corroborating Harlow•$ results, interpreted his findings by use 
of a mathematical model. North (1962) however found opposite results with 
perfomance deteriorating over the series of discriminations. He used a 
successive discrimination task while Harlow (1949) and Theios (1965) used 
a simultaneous one. Stollnitz (1965) presents arguments showing that 
changing problems every few trials in learning-set training can result in 
extinction of any "observing response11 that might be reinforced within problems. 
Northf s (1962) use of a successive task as well as short training periods 
on each problem may well have retarded the formation of any "observing response.” 
the results of both reversal learning and learning-set experiments 
should not be considered without also taking into account the results 
from overlearning studies.
If the advocates of the "two process" learning theories are correct, 
overtraining on a discrimination problem should facilitate subsequent 
reversals since the mediating responses are continually being reinforced, 
the uniprocess theorists would disagree and predict opposite results.
With overtraining, the different instrumental responses are often 
strengthened. (This is true only when both positive and negative stimuli 
are experienced. Oftentimes in overlearning studies the S experiences 
the positive stimulus far more often than the negative one. Avoidance 
tendencies to the negative stimulus would therefore decrease and result 
in much faster reversals (D * Amato and Jagoda, 1961), or approach 
tendencies to the positive stimulus would be strengthened and result 
in much slower reversals (Birch et al, 1960). Thus the S would be more 
likely to avoid the previous negative and approach the previous positive
stimuli when reversal it effected.
there have been a large number of studies dealing with the effects 
of overlearning on subsequent reversals* Unfortunately the results have 
supported the predictions of both types of theories. D* Amato and Sehiff 
(1965) I&nl and Havlena (1965)# Cross and Brown (1965), and Boyer and 
Cross (1965) showed that overlearning in a discrimination task (presumably 
with a strengthening of Wyckoff !s ^observing response11) produced either 
no facilitation or negative transfer in reversal learning, fheir last 
findings however, have not been in accord with the data of Held (1953), 
Capaldi and Stevenson (1957)# founiss and Furth (1964) and mackintosh 
and Mackintosh (1964)# who showed an inverse relationship between degree 
of discrimination training and' amount of learning necessary f or reversal* 
Sperling (1964) in a review of the rat literature distinguishes 
between exteroceptive stimuli and position response training in discrim­
ination tasks. Observation of an overtraining reversal effect (CBS) seemed 
to be favored by the mm  of exteroceptive discrimination stimuli, while 
training on a 'position response most frequently resulted- in no OfP? or
K'” -■
a reverse OHE. Ihe one exception to this last finding is a study by Bruner, 
Handler, 0*Bowd, and t&llacb (1956). They stated that given initial 
overlearning of an alternation pattern (£BXR in a mm), positive transfer 
to its obverse (HIJ£L) occurred when Ss were under moderate drive conditions. 
High drive Ss did not show this facilitation, ffeeios and Blosser (1965) 
found an DBS when large rewards were used as opposed to small reward 
amounts. Sperling (1965) concludes that amount of reward is the deter­
mining factor for the direction of the ORE for position training, but 
that the variables affecting reversal after exteroceptive stimulus 
training remain unidentified. The relative disagreement among the
9
findings in this area are further complicated when it is realised that 
manipulation of variables and acquisition criteria vary from study to study#
As implied above, the important variables for position reversals 
seem to be level of drive and amount of reward used. Bruner et al {1953) 
la showing that moderate drive produced faster 0111 than high drive 
explained their results in terms of the "two factor" theorists. High 
drive was said to reduce the operation of any process not essential to 
attaining the immediately present goal as rapidly as possible. Simple 
response learning would be the easiest solution to the problem, when high 
drive is present. It is also interesting to note that Snmer et al gave 
only ten seconds of feeding as a reward. Theios and Blasserfs (1965) 
finding support Bruner et al's (1958) results, the moderate drive group 
in Bruner•s study m s  less influenced by the small reward as was the high 
drive group. A# training continued, drive would become less and less 
a factor as the $ would increasingly alleviate its effects by eating the 
reward. Initial large rewards with drive conditions constant would have 
the same effect (as Theios and Blosser (1965) found)# As the S becomes 
more satiated, he becomes more likely to pay attention to relevant cues, 
more likely to acquire an "observing response" (perhaps through competing 
responses) and thus reverse more quickly. These factors of drive and 
reward amounts should also affect reversal and learning-set data, with the 
same predictions about position training being relevant. Sperling 
(1964) confirmed this hypothesis while also adding the variable of 
difficulty of discrimination as important for exteroceptive problems.
If one can assume that exteroceptive tasks are more difficult 
discriminations than position (or Interoceptive) problems, then It is 
reasonable to believe that an "observing response" would be more necessary
10
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for solution to the problem. Overlearning would facilitate the acquisition 
of the "observing response," thus accounting for the ORE in exteroceptive 
problems as opposed to position reversals (which would not require an 
"observing response1’ for solution), These final hypotheses may account for 
the relative disagreement among the findings not- only in the areas of 
reversals, learning-sets, and overlearning, but also in any area in 
which discrimination between cues'is necessary for solution of the problem.
this study was therefore designed to determine whether an "observing 
response” explanation would more adequately predict results in reversal 
and overlearning tasks than standard S-R theories, or vice-versa. Three 
experimental situations were set up. The first involved a standard 
reversal in a simultaneous situation (T-maze) following differential or 
continuous reinforcement training in a successive discrimination situation 
(runway). In the second part, the Ss were given a substantial amount of 
overtraining on the successive problem and then reversed on the simul­
taneous one. The "observing response” position would predict faster 
learning of the simultaneous task for the differentially trained groups 
in both problems. Hie $-R theorists would predict opposite results. In 
the final part the Ss were divided into two groups. Hie first learned the 
maze to a fairly stringent acquisition criterion and was then reversed 
on the same task. The second group was matched in every way with the 
first with one exception. These yoked Ss were forced to either the left 
or right arms of the maze depending upon the choice of the S in the 
first group. An "observing response” would be less likely to occur in this 
group and they should therefore learn a reversal more slowly than the 
original group. However if a S-R explanation is the more correct, then no 
differences should be present between the reversal performances of the 
two groups.
It
ammAL method
Subjects
the |© were 56 experimentally naive, male, albino rat© of the Mi star 
©train obtained from the itaor Farm© Breeding Colony, Staatsburg, lew fork# 
At the- start of the' experiment, the Sa ranged in age from 75-90 days, 
while-the average weight was approximately 125-150 grama. All Ss wore 
randomly assigned to one of eight conditions within the total 
experimental design#
Apparatus
Hie apparatus essentially consisted of a pre-constructed closed 
runway and a ©ingle choice f-mase. Hie runway was constructed of 3/4 
inch wood with interior dimensions of 4 feet long by 4 inches wide by 
5| inches deep. Vertical sliding doors were placed at each end of the 
•.alleyway, thus separating start box and goal box from the- runway stem, 
the start box and two- goal boxes were of the same dimensions) g§ inches 
long by S% inches wide by 6| inches high, Each of the goal boxes contained 
a food cup in the left rear part of ■ the box. the f-m&ze was constructed 
of 3/4 inch plywood# From the start box to the choice point was a 
distance of 15 inches while each a m  was tij inches in length# -Hie 
remaining dimensions of the maze were 4 3/4 inches wide by 6 inches deep. 
Vertical sliding doors were present at all three ends of the maze as 
well as on either side of the choice point. Hie start box was somewhat
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smaller than the one used for the runway (8 inches by 6 inches by 6 
inches}. Use goal boxes however* were the same ones used in the 
runway situation.
ihe entire apparatus m s  covered with £ inch wire mesh which was 
attached to hinged wooden frames.- this permitted the introduction, and 
removal of Ss from the start and goal boxes as well as facilitating 
the cleaning of the alleyways in both the runway and m m *  All the 
apparatus was painted a medium grey with the exception of the two 
goal boxes, on® of which was -painted white and the other black. fhe two 
boxes also differed in that the Ss had to traverse a hurdle to enter the 
black box while they had to jump down into the white box (which was 2% 
inches below the level of the runway or mate).
■Four standard wire mesh waiting cages with water bottles were used 
to keep all Ss during the intertrial intervals. Also, a Ora lab micro­
timer designed to measure tenths of seconds m s  used to record running 
speeds, ft was operated by a floor switch, which when pressed with W m  
foot activated the timing: mechanism. Mien E removed his foot, the timing 
mechanism was stopped.
-Procedureg Adaptation and pretraining.
About two weeks before the start of the experiment, each S m e  
housed in m  individual cage and provided with m  unrestricted food md 
water regimen. It was assumed that this two week period would be 
-sufficient time for the acclimation of the §s to their surroundings and 
'the handling by the E. After- the two week period of acclimation, the 
§* were placed on a food deprivation schedule designed to reduce them to 
B0% of their ad. lib body weights. Oar© was taken to provide the Ss with food 
at about the same time of day that they would later experience training
tl
and testing. As soon as the QO% level had stabilised, the Ss were given 
two days of pretraining in the runway (Experiment© 1 and 2) or the mass 
(Experiment 3). All doors were open and. the 8 was given about one-hall* 
hour to explore the apparatus and eat the 10-15 standard Noyes pellets 
(♦045 gram) planed in the whit© goal box.
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EJOTttHEHT 1
Following the last day of pretraining and at the usual feeding 
% 3me* 2k §s received the following training depending upon which .group 
they had been' placed.
Continuous Belnforoement Groups Group 01 ($*f2}
The S was placed in the grey starting bm  of the .runway and after a ten 
second delay * the door was raised. When the & moved into the- runway, the 
S simultaneously lowered the door behind the animal and activated • the 
■timing mechanism with his foot. When $ entered-the goal box, the j§ 
stopped the timer* and the £ was rewarded with a ■ on# minute feeding of 
Ifoyes pellets. After the one minute .period* the £ was placed .in the 
waiting cage until the next trial. Eight such runway trials were given 
to each 3 spaced not less than five minute© apart. Following the- eighth 
trial* the S was returned to hi# home cage and given enough food to keep 
his body weight at the B0% level, this procedure was followed for four 
consecutive days with the exception that the number of trials was 
reduced he six on the last three days. Bach S was rewarded, in the white 
box for the total 26 training trials.
.differentially Reinforced Group.? Group BE (K*12)
Tko Ss in this group received the s w  overall training as Group GE. 
However* on the first day* two non-rewarded runs to the discriminably 
different black box were presented on trials 7 and 9» On each succeeding 
day* four non-rewarded runs were spaced intermittently among the six 
reinforced trials with the. double criteria that no more than two non**
»5
rewarded trials could appear in succession, and that the trial beginning 
and ending, each training session had to be a reinforced one. Thus each 
5 received a total of 40 trials, 26 of which were reinforced with the 
white box and 14 of which were non-reinforeed with a black box. As in 
Group GRj the S remained one minute in the .goal box, but for both non*- 
rewarded as well as rewarded runs.
Two minutes was the total time any S was allowed in the runway 
before E forced him into the box. The S was considered out of the start 
box or in the goal box when all four feet were in either the alleyway 
or the box.
On the day after the last training trial, Ss from both groups were 
placed in the starting box of the ma&e and after a ten second delay, 
the door was raised.
for half the Ss in Group OR, the previously reinforced white box 
was now the non-reinforeed one, while the opposite and novel black box 
became the reinforced box. For the remaining Ss, the positive box 
remained the same while the novel box was non-reinforced. The same 
conditions were present for Group OR. Half of the Ss experienced a 
reversal of positive and negative boxes while the other half had the 
same positive and negative ones as used in.training. During training, 
one $ each in Group GR and GR expired and their data were not included 
in the analysis.'
. Hie position of the boxes was varied on each trial according to the
series proposed by Gellertaan (1933b) to prevent single or double altern­
ation as well as position habits. However, the boxes remained in the 
same positions until the Ss had mad© a correct choice. In addition, 
a modified correction procedure was used. Any S was allowed to reverse
16
his choice in the stage m  long as he did not pass the mid-point of each 
arm.* Once this point was passed, the vertical door at the choice point 
was lowered behind him.
Again, one minute of feeding on the Royes pellets was used as a 
reward (with the corresponding one minute of detention for an incorrect 
choice). The intertrial interval remained approximately five minutes 
or more* The criterion for learning the mate was eight out of ten trials 
to the correct box, with the last six being consecutive, correct choices.
The same time limit of two minutes was used before 1 forced the S into the 
goal boxes. Finally in addition to running speeds and choice responses, the 
E also recorded vicarious trial and error (VTE) responses made at the 
choice point in the mane* VTE behavior was said to'' occur whenever the S 
turned his head toward both of the stimuli in the mate.
Results
The running speeds for each group in the runway were recorded and 
the log of the median running speed computed for each trial. The 
results are plotted in figure 1 * The Ss in Group EE begin to show a 
differentiation between the boxes on the second day. By the third day 
of training asymptotic levels of responding were reached on both rein­
forced and non-reinforced trials. Group CR obtained asymptote on the 
second day and consistently responded on the reinforced trials at a 
faster rate than. Group DR. However, the differences between both groups 
were not large enough for statistical analysis. Differences did not 
exist when the within groups wart compared. The median running speed 
for both positive and negative trials for all four subgroups on the last 
two days of training are presented in Table 1. It can be seen that by 
the termination of training, both differentially trained subgroups have 
learned the discrimination equally well. Subsequent performance on the
f?
figure 1. log of the median running speed as a function of 
reinforced and nonreinforeed training trials for 
Group© CH and DR,
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TABLE 1
MEDIAN RUNNING SPEED FOR BOTH REINFORCED AND NON-REINFQRCED TRIALS FOR 
ALL FOUR SUBGROUPS OK LAST TWO DAIS OF TRAINING
Group Subgroup
Reinforced
Trials
Nort-Reinforced
Trials
0Rl Reversal 2.3® sec. 119.95 see.
.. .. £%>._ ._____ Non-reversal 1.75 sec. 120.0 sec.
.... .._c»L__... Reversal 1.55 sec. -
OR? Non-reversal t .73 sec. .
TABLE 2
MEAN HUMBER AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF TOTAL, CORRECT, AND INCORRECT TRIALS
TO MAZE CRITERION FOE AIL GROUPS
Total Correct Incorrect
Group > Mean Sigma Mean Sima Mean Sima
...0% 23*33 7.53 13.66 2.73 9.66 5.28
CR« 32.66 7.96 18.0 4.28 14*66 4.53
DRo 14*40 3.30 10.60 2.07 3.30 1 .6 4i-w 1 •1 1
-  PBa____ 29*0 4.04 16.40 3.04 12.60 2.88
"mse task could not therefore be attributed to differences in. acquisition 
training. The same could be said for the two continuously reinforced 
groups who showed negligible differences by the end of training.
The mean number of total* correct, and incorrect trials necessary 
to reach criterion•in the masse for each group* along with their standard 
deviations are shown in. Table 2. Both subgroups in Group DR showed 
positive transfer with, the nonreversed group (DHg) reaching criterion 
first. Hie data for the correct and incorrect trial measures have 
about the same differences as those found in the total trial measure. 
Since the standard deviations (especially for the reversed groups) 
are somewhat high* large variability was present among scores. On©
■score in each of the groups was usually responsible for most of the 
variance and the resulting skewed distributions mads, the use of non- 
parametric statistics in the analyses of the data necessary. The 
Kruskal-W&l.iis one-way analysis of variance by ranks (Siegel* 1956) 
was computed and found to be significant for all-three measures (total? 
H *  1-2.? (3 )* p <101; correct? H ** 11.39 (3), p < .01; incorrect?
H * 12.63 (3)* p< -01). As a further suppliment to the Kruskal-V&llis 
test* the Mann-Vtiitney 0 test (Siegel* 1956) was used to test whether 
any two groups were from the same population. The results are presented 
in Table 3.
■Mien the Bp are switched from the runway to the mage with both 
“positive and negative cues constant (Group W^)» more positive transfer 
occurs than when the tcues are varied* or novel ones introduced. Also 
Group BRj reversed significantly faster than Group Cftj thus supporting 
the predictions of the raedi&tiona'l theories. The fact that Group DRj 
reached criterion before the nonreversed Group CH^ (although the
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TABLE 3
m m - m m m  n tests comparing all groups m  the total, gorbegt, and
INCORRECT TRIAL MEASURES TO HAZB CRITERION
Total . Correct .Ihcor^eet.... ,..
Group DR, OR, DR2 CR2 DR, OR, dr2 cr2 DR, OR, CR2
DRt — •m
Clf 6.5 ,5,9, 7,t,5- mm.
DR? _....2 .5 ..
m
.. ,0*0............. ....
#
4 .5
***
J.*G_
#
, 4*0
It*
O.G..... .
ca2
, ?*5 1
i
a.ooo itJhJLUU5~*
4Ht
.... ,S.,5.
INf
JJJLQJL...«s..
* p (  .05 
<-*01
TABLE 4
WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TESTS COMPARING MEAN NUMBER OF
correct a w  incorrect trials to maze criterion for all groups
Group T P
DE, 0.0 p< .05
OR, 0.0 p^«05
m2 o.o p < .05
SHg 0.0 p < .05
different® is not significant) further strengthen® this position. The 
data for the correct and incorrect measures are about the same as for the 
total measure. The one exception occurs when Group Dify reached 
criterion with significantly fewer correct trials than Group CRg.
In T&ble 2, the mean number of correct responses to acquisition 
for each group is greater than the average number of incorrect responses. 
Wilcoxon Matched*Bairs Slgne<t*ftankd ^ests (Siegel, 1956) were used to 
determine whether the correct or incorrect trials had more of an effect 
in the mas© task. Hie results are shown in Table 4. All groups made 
significantly fewer responses to the negative stimulus*
In an effort to determine the. percentage of correct responses 
over acquisition trials, the data for all four groups was plotted 
using the Vincent technique (Hilg&rd, 1938), fro® Figure 2, it can be 
seen that the majority of the correct responses occur after about 
forty percent of the trials have elapsed. Before this point, the Ss 
are either responding at about chance level or to the incorrect stimulus. 
In this last respect, the data for Group Dig is somewhat misleading and 
should be interpreted with caution. Initially, this group seems to be 
running to the previous negative stimulus, but since criterion was 
reached in very few trials (mmn «* 14*40), the ten blocks for this 
group represent a very restricted rang© and are more likely to reflect 
psrserverating position responses on the early trials. Responding 
over the first two blocks for the other groups does begin at about 
chance level. During the next two blacks of responses, all groups 
are choosing the incorrect stimulus on the majority of trials. Fro® 
a visual inspection of the data, it seemed as if Group DR-j made
.23
Figure 2. Fercentage of mean correct choices in maze training 
for all groups as a function of fincent trials.
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TABLE 5
MEAN HUMBER AND STANDARD DEftATlOMS OF ?TB RESPONSES 0N TOTAL, CORRECT
AND INCORRECT TRIALS TO MA2E CRITERION FOR ALL. GROUPS
Total Correct Incorrect
Mean Sigma Mean Sigma Mean. Sigma
. .M l .. 8.83 2*64 6.66 3.50 2.16 2.71
CRi 14.50 7.66 11.16 4.40 3.40 1.01
dr? 9.80 2.59 8.60 2.0? 1.20 1.0
019... 11.80 2.59 9.60 1.81 2.20 .71
TABLE. 6
PROPORTION OF WTE RESPONSES MADE ON TOTAL, CORRECT, AND INCORRECT TRIALS
TO MAZE CRITERION PGR ALL GROUPS
Group Total Correct Incorrect
DRt .3789 .4875 .223
CH., • 4444 .620 .231
DRo .680 .811 .315
cr9 .406 .533 .174
per&erverating errors to the previous positive stimulus while the 
two continuous groups were responding primarily to the side of the 
mage last reinforced (i.e., perserverating position responses), the 
average numbers of runs exceeding two or more to the previously 
reinforced side were 3*66 for Group CE^  and 3.40 for Group OEg#
However, the averages for Groups DBj- and BBg were 2*0 and 1.2 
respectively. Finally from Figure 2, it can be seen that both 
differential groups start responding consistently to the positive 
stimulus before the other two groups, this, with the concomitant 
increase in the rate of responding to the correct cue seems to 
account for the fewer trials and less errors in the acquisition of 
criterion. Facilitation in learning the mage task seems to be determined 
by when the $ switches from (extinguishes) wrong responses to correct 
ones. Differentially trained Ss seem to be able to do this best, 
regardless of whether the task is a reversal or a nonreversal.
In addition to the above measures, 7TB responses were recorded 
for all Ss. The means, and standard deviations for total, correct, and 
incorrect trials are presented in Table 5. The total response measure 
appears to be a function of the number of acquisition trials for each 
group. Thus the two differentially trained groups show less VTE responses 
because they reached acquisition in fewer trials. A better indication 
of the role of these responses would be obtained from the proportion of 
these responses made over trials. From Table 6 it can be seen that 
Group JQftg which experienced the same positive and negative cues in the 
maze as in the runway, made more 7TB responses per trial than any of the 
other groups. Group DE-j which experienced a reversal of cues has the
27
lowest proportionate number of VTE responses. It appeared from the data 
that this group started out with VT-E responses, and then stopped making 
them until responding to the correct stimulus was begun. Both of the 
other groups did not usually make VTE responses until testing was well 
under way. Also, each group made more VTE responses on the correct 
trials than on the incorrect ones (Tables 5 and 6 ). Wilcoxon Matched* 
.Pairs Signed-Ranks Tests for VTE responses- on correct and incorrect 
trials for each group proved to be significant. The results are 
presented in Table 7. VTE responses can be said to be necessary for 
an 0 to make the correct choice, but it cannot be determined specifically 
what initiates this behavior. From the data, it seems that differential 
training in the runway facilitates its occurrence in the mase,. but that 
unless the positive and negative 'cues remain constant, they soon 
extinguish. Continuous training seemed to have no effect on VTE responses 
during initial trials in the masse.
The last measure employed was running speeds to each of the boxes 
in the maze. The log of the median running speed on each of the last 
eight correct trials was computed and is shown in Figure 3. The speeds 
for all other trials were not plotted because there'was no way to- 
determine whether an S was running more slowly to any one box because 
of VTI responses, avoidance tendencies, or some type of competing 
response (e.g., exploratory responses). From Figure 3, the nonreversed 
groups (CRp and BBp) do seem to be running a little faster to the 
positive stimulus than the reversed groups (wlij and DRj)• The slower 
responding may be due to the effects of various competing responses, 
but any interpretation would be tenuous.
2$
table ?
¥11X0X01 MATCHED-PAXES SI0N1D-RANKS TESTS' COMPARING VTE RESPONSES ON 
CORRECT AND INCORRECT TRIALS IN THE MAZE FOE ALL GROUPS
Group T P
0Rt 0.0 p. <.05
CRf 0.0 p <.05
DR2 O.o p < .05
CE2 0.0 p ^  .05
Figure 3. Log of the median running speed for- all groups on the 
last eight, correct trials in masse training.
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Siacnsalon
As expected* the nonreversed, differentially trained group (DR^ ) 
learned the masse problem significantly faster than a continuously 
trained group (CR2 ). Xawrence1s results (1949,1950) are therefore 
substantiated. It can not be determined whether this learning occurs 
through mediation or a simple association process since both theoretical 
views predicted the above result. However when another differentially 
trained group {DEj) was reversed in the mass* learning once again 
occurred in significantly fewer trials than for a continuously trained 
group (0ftf). This second finding does lend support to the mediational 
or "two factor" view, the prediction of the uniprocess position that 
the continuously trained group would, learn the mage problem much faster 
than the'differential group received no confirmation.
the question can be raised however that the Ss might not have fully 
learned the difference between the positive and negative cues in the 
runway and therefore may not have been responding fully to the differential 
cue® in the mass. Group QRg might then have experienced just a 
continuation in training and the 'positive transfer is not surprising.
The superior learning for Group DRt might have been due not to the 
learning of a mediated response but to a familiarisation with two cues 
associated with positive reinforcement through generalisation. There 
is some merit to the argument that the discrimination may not have been 
fully learned since Amsel (1962) indicates that about 32 trials (16 
each to the positive anti negative cues) are necessary before differenti­
ation is complete. This study employed 26 reinforced and onlyl 14 
nan-reinforced trials and reversal may have occurred before the discrim­
ination was effected. But since the cues were different along more
32
than one stimulus dimension (i.e., brightness as well as kinesthetic 
cues), the number of training trials may have been sufficient for 
learning, the asymptotic levels of responding on the last two days of 
training seem to suggest that this is probably the case.
there are two ways in which one could attempt to solve or settle 
the issue raised by the results of this study. One way would be to 
overtrain the Ss in the successive discrimination task in the runway, 
thus assuring the occurrence of either the instrumental response 
tendencies or the mediating response. A switch to the maze could foe 
performed and if the findings obtained so far are valid, then the 
results in the overlearning experiment should foe no different. Also 
the, ”two factor” view would predict even faster learning for a differenti­
ally trained group since the mediated behavior would be strengthened in 
overtraining. If the uniprocess view is correct, then one whould see 
no positive transfer for the differential group. Likewise an QBE would 
not foe obtained since the positive and negative instrumental response 
tendencies overlearned in the runway would hinder a subsequent reversal 
in the maze.
The second method would essentially involve eliminating the runway 
and use the mage for both prereversal and reversal training* Learning 
the discrimination in the maze to a strict criterion would assure one 
that the Ss had learned the discrimination prior to reversal. This 
would also account for individual differences in learning that could 
not foe controlled for in the runway task. If two groups could foe 
trained so that one would obtain a mediated response while the second 
could not, then the results might establish which of the two theories 
was the better predictor of learning in discrimination situations.
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EXPERIMENT 2
Hie second study was performed exactly as the first with two 
exceptions? a substantial amount of overtraining was given to both 
.groups in the runway; and a division into nonreversal groups was 
omitted in the mase situation.
Following the last day of pretraining, I6 Ss received the following 
training according to the group in which they were randomly placed. 
Continuously Reinforced Group: Group OR3 (Is 8)
The Ss in this group received the same training on day one as Group CR 
in the first study. On the next two days, each S received eighteen 
reinforced trials per day while on the fourth and last day, they 
were presented with twelve reinforced runs. Thus over the four day 
period, all Ss had a total of 56 reinforced trials to the white box. 
Differentially Reinforced Group; Group DR3 (-N “ 8)
The Ss in this group also experienced the same training conditions on 
the first day as did Group DR in the first study. On the next two 
days, eighteen reinforced and twelve non-reinforced trials nere 
presented, to each S, while on the last day the Ss experienced twelve 
reinforced trials and eight nor-reinforced ones. Altogether each 3 
had a total of ninety trials, 56 of which were reinforced with a 
white box and 34 non-reinforced ones to a black box.
Following the last day of training, each group was reversed in 
the maze situation in the same manner as Group CRj and DBj in the first 
study. During reversal training one S in Group DR3 became temporarily
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ill (broken toe nail) and had to be removed from the experimental 
setting. His data has been included in the analysis of the results in 
runway training, but not in those of the maze reversal. Finally, 
nonreversal groups were not included in this study.
.Results
The log of the median running speeds for each group on every 
trial over the four days of runway training are presented in Figure 4* 
(To facilitate the presentation of the data, the points for the non- 
re inforced trials have been placed in approximate positions on each 
training session.) As in Study 1, the Ss in Group DR. are responding 
appropriately to the different cues by the second day of training. 
Asymptotic running speeds to the positive, white box have generally 
stabilized for both groups by the third day of training. Hie speeds 
for Group on the nan-reinforced trials seem to be fluctuating 
a little more from one session to the next than was seen in Study 1. 
The variability may have been due to the relatively smaller number 
of Ss (7) or to the increase in number of training trials. Also, 
a non-reinforeed trial sometimes followed three successive reinforced 
runs. The resulting positive instrumental tendencies may have had an 
effect of increasing the probability of responding quickly on this 
trial, nonetheless, it is clear that the Ss run very much more slowly 
on non-re inforced trials than on the reinforced ones, indicating that 
the discrimination has been learned from the second day of training; 
hhile both groups are responding to the positive stimulus at about the 
same rate, Group DR^  is consistently running faster and with less 
variability than Group CB^ . Once again this may have been due to 
sample sizes and increased number of trials. Vvhen the median running
Figure 4 Log of the median running speed as a function of rein­
forced and nonreinforced training trials for Groups 
CR3 and 0%.
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speeds for the reinforced trials over the last two days of training 
were computed for both groups, negligible differences were found to 
exist (It67 seconds for Group BR3) 2.30 seconds for Group BB^ ). The 
median speed for the non-reinforced trials over this same period for 
Group DR3 was 115.5 seconds. A comparison with the median scores for 
Groups OH and DH in Study t (Table 1) seems to show that very little 
differences exist on either the reinforced or the non-reinforced trials.
The mean number of total, correct, and incorrect trials necessary 
to reach criterion in the maze m  well as their standard deviations 
are presented in fable 8. The differentially trained group again 
reached criterion before the continuously trained Ss. The mean 
number of correct responses was greater than the average number of 
incorrect responses but the differences proved to be non-significant 
by the Wilcoxon Hatched-Pairs Signed-R&nks test (Group GR35 T ** 6, 
p > .05? Group DK3; T ** 7, p > .05).
Since the training and reversal conditions were so similar, and 
because the predictions of the two theoretical, positions were relevant 
it was originally planned that the results of this study be compared 
to those of the previous one. The Mann-V’hitney test was used to test 
for differences between groups and the results are given in Table 9.
As indicated Group DR3 reached criterion in significantly less trials 
than Group CR3. This finding supports the mediatlonal predictions. 
However, it can also be seen that the differences in reversals between 
Groups DRj and DR3 and between Groups CRj and CRj are n°t significantly 
different. A comparison of the mean number of trials to criterion for 
these groups (Table 8) seems to indicate that the overtrained Ss took 
longer to reverse than the less well trained groups. The mean number
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TABLE 8
MEAN NUMBER AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TOTAL, CORRECT, AND INCORRECT 
TRIALS TO MAZE CRITERION FOR GROUPS DRj AND CRj
Total________  Correct___________Incorrect
Group Mean Si^ma Mean Sigma Mean Sigma
DR-? 2% 14 4.63 15.61 2.69 13.43 4* 24
CRo 36.5 5.94 20.25 5.24 16.0 2.97
TABLE 9
KANN-WHIMEY V TESTS COMPARING GRQUFS DR3 AND CS3 WITH ALL GROUPS IN 
STUD? 1 ON TOTAL, CORRECT AMD INCORRECT TRIALS TO MAZE CRITERION
total Correct Incorrect
Group ......m ? - - .... . . . m i .... CBq DIh CRT
_ .....m ... _ m ** mm
_ . cr3 .f. 7 .0** ** 2 .0** ... l?-5.. .
DRi 1 0 .5 4.0** 7 .5* 4. G** 15.5 21.0
GRi 13.0 19.0 16.5 13.0 . 17.5.. 21.5
Dfb O.Q** 0 .0** 1.5** G.O** 0.0<** 0.0**
CEo 20.5 27.5 15.5 10.5 24.5 6 JO*
*p (.05
**p <  .01
of responses on the correct and incorrect trials for Group CR^  was 
about two more than the mean number of responses elicited by Group 
OR-} for these two measures. In both cases the differences were not 
significant, (fable 9) Group BR^  also made an average of two more 
responses to the correct stimulus than did Group DRj in the reversal 
situation. However about four more responses were made to the incorrect 
stimulus by Group BR3. While this seems to be slight evidence that 
the overtrained Ss are doing less well because of avoidance tendencies 
to the previous negative stimulus, the Munn-'Whitney test for this 
measure proved to be non-significant, the differences on the correct 
trials was significant, which seems to indicate that Group DRj was 
more prone to respond to the previously negative stimulus than Group 
BSj. If one realizes though, that more responses to the incorrect 
stimulus (previous positive) will necessarily force the S to make more 
correct responses (previous negative) to reach the criterion, the 
apparent contradiction for the two measures disappears. Since no 
significant differences existed among the continuously trained groups, 
there is no cause to believe that response tendencies to the previously 
correct stimulus are the Important factor. Rather it seems tentatively 
correct to say that the tendency to avoid has to extinguish first before 
the S will begin to reach acquisition criterion. This supposition 
seems to be supported when the acquisition trials are fincentized and 
the percentage of correct responses plotted. As shown in Figure 5,
Group DR^  took much longer to stop responding to the previous positive 
stimulus than Group DR<j. Group DR^  consistently responded to the 
incorrect stimulus from Block 1 through Block 7 with only one exception
hO
Figure 5 Percentage of mean correct choices in mase training 
for Groups CR2 and D&2 as a function of Vincent trials.
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(Block 6). 'The Tact that incorrect responses occur right after reversal 
Tor Group DR^ , while all other groups are responding at about chance, 
provides some evidence that this group is avoiding the previous 
negative stimulus because of a mediational factor. While the other 
groups also start responding to the previous positive, after Block 
4 they seem to increase their choices of the correct stimulus in more or 
less .incremental fashion until criterion is reached. This incremental 
trend is not present for Group DR^ . Acquisition of criterion occurs 
very rapidly for this group once they have switched from incorrect to 
correct responding.
?TB responses were also recorded for the groups in this study. The 
data for the responses on total, correct, and incorrect trials are given 
in Table 10. Both groups made more of the VTE responses on correct 
trials than on incorreet ones. Proportions of 7TB responses on correct 
and incorrect trials were computed and as in Study I, the highest 
proportions were present on the correct trial responses (.4759 for Group 
DR^  and .5911 for Group CR^). These results are higher than in Study 1 
(Table 6), while the proportions for the incorrect trials were lower 
(.1169 for Group DB3 and .2187 for Group CB^ ). The Vilcoxon test 
was used to compare the differences between 7?E responses on correct 
and incorrect trials. Both groups made significantly more of these 
responses on the correct trials (Group DR3 : T 0, p c.02j Group GB^ :
T * 0 , p { . 0 t ) .
Hie log of the median running speeds on the last eight correct 
trials to criterion for the reversal groups in both this study and 
Study 1 are shown in Figure 6. Ho apparent differences are present 
with a large number of overlaps occurring over trials.
1*3
TABLE iO
VTE RESPONSES OB IOTAL, CORRECT, A80 INCORRECT TRIALS TO MAZE CRITERION
FOR GRGOPS 083 &m C83
T<>tal Correct Incorrect
Group Mean Sima Mean Sigym Mean . .Sima
m* 9-0 .. 5,29.. 7.43 4.06 1.57 1.011 ■ |i|liyiiii|iriWai[iiijMrii ruiojyirflf onn'unn n 11.1. mil*
CJfa 15.5 4.21 12.0 2.50 ___h i _____ dJSu
Figure 6 Log of the median, running speed for all reversal 
groups on the last eight, correct trials in maze 
training.
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Discussion
the results of this study coroborated those of the first In that 
a differentially reinforced group (DR^ ) after overtraining on the 
successive task, reversed significantly faster on the simultaneous 
problem than did a continuously reinforced group (CH^) that also 
received overtraining. If the uniprocess view is correct, Group CR^  
would have reached criterion first because of the absence of negative 
instrumental response tendencies. Performance on the reversal task 
for Group DR^  therefore seems to indicate that rats can learn mediating 
responses and that these responses facilitate the learning of subsequent 
problems on the same stimulus dimension.
However overlearning did not facilitate reversal. An ORE was not 
present for Group OR^  when criterion scores were compared with the less 
well trained Group DR.j. Group DR^  did show a small but not significant 
reverse ORE and this suggests that a more clearcut reverse GEE might be 
obtained if more overlearning on the runway task were given than the 
90 trials in this study.
Several explanations can be advanced to account for the overlearning
data, D* Amato and Jagoda (1960,1961) emphasized that avoidance tendencies
to the negative stimulus would hinder reversal learning. Group DEj
started responding initially to the previous positive stimulus and
consistently did so for a longer period of time than did Group DRf.
Extinction of positive approach tendencies as Birch et al (1960) suggest,
do not account for this increased responding of Group DR^ . If the
approach tendencies were the important factor, then the overtrained
Group CR^  should have also evidenced initial responding to the previous
correct stimulus. Groups CBg and CRj responded with about the same
frequencies to the positive stimulus over blocks of reversal trials.
%ckoff (1952) would have also predicted the results found in this study.
U7
If the probability of observing is high when reversal is effected* then 
responding to the previous correct stimulus should occur on initial 
trials. Since these "observing responses" are now not being reinforced, 
they wh'ould decrease and chance responding would occur. But this 
decrease should only be temporary and a high level of observing the 
relevant cues would again be present. The learning curve of Group DBg 
is predicted very well by this "observing response". A final post-hoc 
explanation might also account for the data in this study. It is 
possible that the discrimination task in Study t was already well 
learned by the end of training since asymptotic levels of responding 
were present from the second day. As such more overtraining would 
not have an effect on the subsequent results.
Because of the high variability of reversal scores in both of 
these studies, there is some evidence that individual differences in 
learning the successive discrimination task might have affected perfor­
mance on the simultaneous problem. The possibility also exists that if 
a discrimination is learned under successive conditions and reversed 
under simultaneous ones, some artifact in the experimental design 
might cause the type of differences found in this study and the previous 
one. Consequently, a third study was performed in which the type of 
discrimination task was essentially the same for both original and 
reversal training.
KXPEHBCTT 3
On the day after pretraining, the Ss were randomly placed in two 
groups and received the following differential training conditions.
Free Response Group; Group PE] (M 256 7)
Hie Ss in this group experienced the sane training conditions in the 
maze as all groups in the reversal situations of the previous studies, 
there was on® exception. Instead of training the S until he reached 
acquisition .in one day, the training sessions were spread over several 
days. Hie 3 was run each day until h© had made 6 correct responses 
in the maze. Ouring this period, if he 'made more incorrect than correct 
choices, training was terminated until the next day. 'But if the majority 
of his choices were correct, then training was continued until the S 
had made 4 additional correct responses. This schedule which varied for 
each S, was followed until the § reached the criterion of 8 out of 10 
correct responses. On. the day following acquisition, each 3 experienced 
a reversal of conditions in the same manner as the reversal groups in 
the first two studies.
Forced. Response Group; Group FRg (H ® 7)
Each S in this group was paired with an individual 3 in Group FRj. The 
Ss in this second group were forced to the right or left side of the 
maze depending upon the choices of the matched Ss In Group FRj. Before 
each trial, the door to the alley not chooser by the S in Group FR^  
was lowered. This second group of Ss were therefore yoked to the first 
group in respect to number of positive and negative reinforcements^
h9
trials to criterion, days of training and number of left-right choices. 
On the day following training* each S m s  reversed according to the 
conditions experienced by the reversal groups in Studies 1 and 2.
Results
lh@ percentage of correct responses on every training day for each 
S in Group FRi is presented in Table 11. Backward learning curves were 
plotted for this data and are shown in Figure 7. Individual differences 
were present in terms of both training days (range, 4-10 days) and types 
of learning curves. From Figure 7, it can be seen that all but 2 Ss 
showed oome form of incremental learning. The two deviates (S^  and §5) 
were responding at about chance level on the two- sessions proceeding 
the criterion day.
The means and standard deviations for total, correct, and incorrect 
trials for Group FR over the whole training period are presented in 
Table 12. The standard deviations for each measure are another 
indication of the individual training differences among Ss. More 
correct than incorrect responses were made and the difference was 
significant by the Wilcoxon test (T » 0, p4V02). ?T£ responses
were made for the most part on correct trials. The proportions for 
correct and incorrect responses were .?Q2 and .208 respectively.
Use means and standard deviations for total, correct and incorrect 
trials for Groups FRj and FEp in reversal training are shown in1 Table 13« 
%  the Mann-Whitney test, Group FRj made significantly fewer total and 
incorrect responses than Group FR2 (total U *» 11, p <\049i incorrect U » 
10.5* p ^.036). The difference on the correct trial measure was not 
significant (U ~ 16.5, p C.159). It carl also be seen from Table 13 
that such little differences are present between correct and incorrect
SO
TABLE 11
percentage correct responses on bach training sat for group f%
DATS
Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Sx .588 .750 .600 1.00
s2 .625 .750 .545 .857 .900
% .454 *666 .666 .600 .500 .462 .545 .462 .462 1.00
% .357 .600 .666 • 666 .857 .545 .857
>*•
oc<cS-
s5 .500 .588 .666 .476 .500 1.00
•a
s15 S6
.400 .555 .555 .625 .857
— J 
la-
s7 .318 .833 .715 .833
o
TABLE 12
MEAN NUMBER AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF TOTAL, CORRECT, AND INCORRECT
TRAINING TRIALS FOR CROUP FRX
Total Correct Incorrect
Group Mean Sigma Mean Sigma Mean Sigma
FR^ 79.14 25.48 49.0 11.40 30.14 6.79
Figure 7. Backward learning curve© plotting percentage correct 
responses for Group FEj as a function of training days.
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TABLE 13
nun NUMBER AND STANDARD DOTATIONS OP TOTAL, CORRECT AMD INCORRECT 
REVERSAL TRIALS FOR GROUPS PR1 AND F%
Total Correct Incorrect
Group Mean Si^aa Mean . Sij$na Mean Sigma
FRt 41.43...5.63... .21,14 4.91 20.29 3.00
FR0 ^ U ± 14.S 27.14 8.68 26.57 6.94
TABLE t4
PROPORTION OF ?TE RESPONSES ON CORRECT AND INCOERICT TRIALS FOR GROUPS
FRt AND FRg
Group 
PR | 
PR^
Correct
.86$
.702
Incorreet
,.437
.403
Figure 8, Percentage of mean correct choices in reversal for 
Groups FBj and FRg as a function of Vincent trials.
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Figure 9 Backward learning curves plotting percentage correct 
responses in reversal for Groups FEj and FR2 &s a 
function of blocks of five responses.
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responses for both groups that a statistical test is unnecessary. The 
majority of the VTE responses were made on the correct choices for 
both groups as seen in the proportions in Table 14. Also, the proportions 
on incorrect trials are higher for the reversal task than for original 
acquisition. VTE' behavior was seen on the initial trials of reversal 
training for all Ss. This trend was not present for Group FRj in 
original training.
Khile Group FB-J reached criterion in significantly fewer trials 
than Group FBp, the learning curves for both groups are about the same.
From the Vincentiaed curves presented in Figure 8, it can be seen that 
initial responding for both groups is to the previous positive stimulus. 
From Blocks 5 through ?, both groups are running about an equal number 
of times to both boxes. As soon as the Ss start choosing the correct stim«* 
ulus, criterion is reached very quickly. When the responses are broken 
down into blocks of five, it can be seen that Group Fig responds much 
longer to the previous positive stimulus than Group FEf. (Figure 9)
When responses to the correct stimulus do exceed the chance level, the 
curves are very similar and each group learns very fast. The essential 
difference in learning the reversal seems to be a function of when 
the Ss stop responding to the negative stimulus. Group FRj made as 
many incorrect choices initially as Group but reversed responding 
after fewer trials had elapsed.
Discussion
The ,ftwo process" viewpoint which predicted that a free choice 
group (FB^) would reverse in fewer trials than a forced group (FRp) was 
confirmed. Analysis of the data indicated that the superior performance 
of Group PRj was due to less responding to the previous negative
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stimulus on initial reversal trials. Since each group received the 
same number of positive and negative reinforcements* the instrumental 
response tendencies to each of the stimuli should have been about 
the same. A uniprocess view would therefore have predicted no 
differences in reversal learning, ibis was found not to be the case.
Wyckoff^s prediction (1952) that the probability of an "observing 
response11 would decrease only temporarily in reversal learning also 
received some support from the results, the learning curves that 
would result from Wyckof Os hypothesis were found to exist in this 
study for both groups. However* since the free choice group (FRj} 
had more of an opportunity to utilize an "observing response1 at the 
choice point while the forced group (FBg) did not* the differences in 
learning might be attributable to this fact.
the results of this study can at best be only suggestive. Because 
each group in training received a different type of discrimination 
task, the results may well have been due to the forcing technique 
employed for Group FBg. Ihe findings would have been much clearer if 
both groups had been given'simultaneous discrimination training and 
reversal. This was attempted in a pilot study with the schedule of 
reinforced trials held constant, Ivery S trained in this fashion 
acquired a very strong position habit that proved to be extremely 
difficult to extinguish. The forcing technique was therefore made 
necessary.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The results from the three studies provide definite support for 
a. "two stage” interpretation of discrimination learning, there seems 
■to be little doubt that if a rat. is given pretraining on a differentially 
rewarded.task, positive transfer will occur to problems in which the 
stimuli are relevant, this transfer is present when the task is changed 
from a successive to a simultaneous one with cues constant or reversed. 
The fact that all differentially trained groups learned a new task much 
faster than continuously trained groups effectively rules out the 
predictions of a “single stage” or uniptocess theory. The only support 
found in these studies for this last view was when the reverse ORE 
occurred in Study 2. D*Amato and Jagoda’a (I960, 1961} avoidance 
tendencies did predict the reverse ORE result, but it was also shown 
how a “two stage” model (V/yckoff, 1952) could do so.
.There is some question as to which of the "two stage” theories 
is the more correct. The best predictors of the results in these 
studies center around Wyckoff *s “observing response" theory (1952) 
and the “attention" theories of Lawrence (1949), Sutherland (1959) 
and more recently Mackintosh (1965). The difference in the two types of 
theories is that the former places emphasis on the specific stimuli in 
the task while the latter is concerned with the relevant stimulus 
dimension.
Wyekoff * s theory has generally been considered as an extension 
of a modified $-R theory. His “observing response" is an external
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©vent which can best be described as a type of orientating response.
The organism learns not only which of the stimuli presented to his are 
most relevant for solution of the problem but he also learns to orient 
himself toward or away from these stimuli. In this study, the brightness 
cues of black and white were the important stimuli that the $ had to 
"observe” before he could successfully learn the simultaneous problem. 
V/hile there is some question as to whether the orientating or "observing 
response11 would occur in the successive runway task, it would definitely 
be necessary in the maze. Differential reinforcement in .the runway 
seems to facilitate the occurrence of this orientating response of the S 
as seen by the VTE measure in the maze. The learning curves for all 
studies also seemed to indicate that Wyckoff was correct in his 
formulations.
The "attention” theorists would likewise have predicted most of 
the results in all three studies. Discrimination learning provides 
the S with the opportunity to pay attention to which stimulus dimension 
is relevant. If this supposition is correct, attending to the specific 
stimuli naturally follow® and the orientation response is made un­
necessary. Although the S is not required to make an Observing 
response” in the successive task, he may still be able to differentiate 
the correct stimulus dimension* which In turn would be responsible for 
the positive transfer on the simultaneous task. Mackintosh’s arguments 
{1965} in support of an attention theory account very well for the 
results found in both of the first studies but not so much for the 
third. If the attention theorists are correct, then each group in this 
last study should have learned the reversal task equally as well.
Both groups received the same number of positive and negative rein­
forcements and therefore should have learned the relevant stimulus
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dimension about equally, Transfer should therefor© be the same for' 
both groups when .reversal is effected. The superior performance of 
Group 'FRj in reversal can be explained by an ’’observing response” 
hypothesis much more adequately than an attention one.- In the first 
group* the orientation response was an -integral part of solving the 
problem., while it was not for the second group. Positive transfer for 
the former group was due to. a retention of tills orientation response 
which the second group had yet to learn.
It is not clear from the results of this experiment which of the 
’’two stagen theories is the better predictor of the effects of discrim­
ination learning. The best solution to the problem would be to incorporate 
the features of both. If an "observing response” is an external but 
not essential indication of the attention of the S, then the conflict 
between the two theories is lessened and the results of this study not 
unpredictable.
4-final point should be made. The controversy between continuity 
and noncontinuity theories of discrimination learning arc obviously 
relevant to the problems considered in this study. The continuity 
theorists would be more aligned with the simple association position, 
while the noncontinuity advocates would lean more toward the "two stage" 
position. In this respect, the results are supportive of a modified 
noncontinuity .position much like that suggested by Mackintosh (1965).
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APPENDIX A
STUDY t
6k
Median Running Speeds (seconds)
in the Runway
Group DR (N=4t)
Reinforcement R R a E R E ME R HE R
Condition
Trial t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Median .Speed. 7,5 4.0 5.5 3.8 4.6 4.5 55.0 16.7 67.1 5.7
log .87 .60 .74 .58 .66 .65 1.74 1.22 1.83 .76
Rein forcement
Condition a a MR I m R MS NR E R
Trial it 12 13 14 15 16 1? 18 19 20
Median Speed 3.6 3.9 91.6 4.3 117.6 4.2 48.5 120.0 3.8 5.4
log .56 ..59 1.96 .63 2.0? .62 1.68 2.08 .58 .73
Reinforcement
Condition R MR ME E a m a R m a
Trial 2? 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Median Speed 2.5 55,1 :120.0 3.4 2.1 ■120.0 2.1 2.0 -120.0 2.5
Log .39 1.74 2.08 .53 .32 2.08 .32 .30 2.08 .39
Reinforcement
Condition R me a MR R R m. a MR E
Trial 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Median Speed 2.8 120.0 2.8 120.0 2.1 1.9 120.0 2.0 120.0 2.6
leg .45 2.08 .45 2.08 .33 .28 2.08 .30 2,08 .41
Group CE (WN1 )
Reinforcement
Condition R a R R R R a a E R
Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to
Median. Speed 5.0 4.0 3.0 3.2 2.9 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.1
'Log .69 .80 .48 .50 .46 .38 .34 .39 .39 .32
Reinforcement
Condition R R1 I R R S R a E R
Trial 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Median Speed 1.7 1.9 1.6 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.5
Log .23 .28 .20 .28 .28 .25 .1? .23 .23 .17
Reinforcement
Condition a E B a 1 R
Trial 21 22 23 24 25 26
Median Speed 2.2 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.4
Log .34 .20 .17 .20 .14 .14
R » Reinforcement in white box 
ME ** Mo reinforcement in black box
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ternary of Mas© Results
Criterion trials
Subject
s,
s2
S3
•2*
®5
§6
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Subject
St
s2
?3
h
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Subject
Sf
So
Group 0R|
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Total Correct ¥TB Incorrect ?TE
t6 13 8 3 ' 0
15 11 5 4 0
24 13 7 1! 6
25 13 5 12" 4
.36 19 10 17 0
24 13 to 11 3
23.3 13.6 6.66 9.66 2.1*
7.58 , 2.73 3.5 5.28 1.0
Group CHj (||»6)
Total Correct ?TE Incorrect m
39 24 17 15 8
21 13 8 8 1
25 13 7 12 0
38 20 7 18 0
19 13 14 6
40 19 14 21 3
32/6 tS/Q 11.16 14.66 3.0
7.96 4.28 4.40 4.53 1.01
Group DRg (1M)
Total Correct ¥TE Incorrect VTE
10 8 7 2 2
14 9 9 5 0
15 12 10 3 1
19 13 11 6 2
14 11 6 3 0
14.4 10.6 8.6 3.8 1.0
3*3 2.07
' >
2.07 1 • 64 t.o
Subject
e1So
Mean
Standard
Deviation 4.04
Group CSp (8*5)
Total
25
Correct
13
VTE Incorrect
12
¥TE
3
24 16 8 8 1
29 14 9 15 1
33 20 13 13 2
34 19 10 15 3
2 9.0 16.4 9.6 12.6 2.0
3.04 i.ai
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2.m .70?
Median foaming Speed on last Eight Trials (in seconds)
Group OR)
1
9.1a a6.6 39.9 44.6 54.$ 64.0 72.2 84.!
Grotip. CH| 6.1 3.3 3.8 4.0 7.5 3.6 5.6 3.5
Group DHg 4.2 3.5 3.9 3.3 3.2 3.8 2.8 3.9
Group CK^ 2.8 3.6 2.7 3.0 2.8 3.1 2.1 1.5
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APPENDIX B
STUDY 2
68
Median Running Speeds (seconds)
in the Bunway
Group OB^  (i»8)
Beinforcement
Condition R R ■ E' a E a MR E MR R
Trial I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Median Speed 10,7 7.5 5.9 9.9 7.1 14.4 64.6 8.8 16.8 5.3
I/>g 1.03 .67 .77 .99 • 84 1.15 1.81 .94 1.22 .72
Reinforcement
Confition R R MR E ME a ME NR E E
Trial It 12 13 14 15 16 !? 18 19 20
Median Speed 7.1 4.7 7.9 2.7 ' 4. V "2.7 21.0 74*4 3.8 2.2
Lag .84 - ,6a .69 .43 .81 .44 1.32 1.8? .58 .35
Reinforcement
Condition R m 'MR E a IE R E ME R
Trial at 22 23 24 25 .28 27 26 29 30
Median Speed 2,4 33.7 60.7 3.8 2.2 28.3 2.7 2.0 120.0 2.a
log .38 1.53 1.78 .58 .33 1.44 .43 .31 2.08 .45
Reinforcement
Condition R ME E ME S R m B HR E
Trial 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Median Speed 2,7 20.9 1.9 120.0 1.8 1.9 120.0 1.7 120.0 1.8
Log • 44 1.32 .29 2.08 .25 .27 2.08 .24 2.08 .26
Reinforcement
Condition a R RE MR H MR E R MR R
trial 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
Median Speed 2.? 2.0 14.2 120,0 1.7 120.0 1.8 1.7 120.0 1.8'
Log .44 .30 1.15 2. OS .24 2.08 .25 .23 2.08 .26
Reinforcement
Condition E m R E ME E E HR MR R
Trial 51 52 53 54 55 56 57' 58 59 60
Median Speed 2.2 91.5 2.7 1.8 120.0 1.6 1.6 120.0 108.9 1.7
Log •35 1.96 .43 .26 2.08 .21 .20 2.08 2.04 .24
Reinforcement
Condition E B MR MB E MB E MR E R
Trial 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70
Median Speed 1.6 1.5 23.5 '120.0 2.1 116.0 1.6 114.0 1.5 1.5
Log .20 .17 1.3? 2.08 .33 2.06 .21 2.05 .17 .19
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Reinforcement
Condition R ME ME
Trial 71 72 73
Median' Speed 1*9 13.9 68.3
I/>g •27; 1.14 1.83
Reinforcement
Condition R R HE
Trial at 82 83
Median Speed 1.6 1.5 116.0
log .20 .1? 2.06
E R IS E R NR
74 75 76 77 78 79
.20 1.7 30.1 1.6 1.6 49.9
.30 .24 1.48 .21 .20 1.69
MB n S NR MR R
84 85 86 87 88 89
>7.6 1.5 1.5 102.2 1.5 120.0
1.83 .19 .17 2.00 .19 2.08
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Median Running Speeds (seconds)
In the Runway
Group CRj (1HS)
Reinforcement s R R R E R B E E a
Condition
Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Median Speed 9.5 4.7 3*5 8.0 3.7 6.0 5.2 9.6 7.1 6*9
log .98 .67 .55 .90 .56 .77 .72 .98 .85 *84
Beinforeement
Condition R R R E R E a R E E
Trial 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Median Speed 8,2 3.6 9.5 12.9 33.7 12.0 5.4 2.8 2.5 2.8
log .91 .56 .98 1.1! 1.52 1.08 .73 • 44 .39 •44
Reinforcement
Condition R R R a 8 R a B R a
Trial 21 ■22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Median Speed 2.3 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.5
log .37 .43 .41 .38 *34 .34 .43 .36 .39 .40
Beinforcement
Condition E 1 R R E R a R a 1
Trial 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Median Speed 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.1 3.2 2.1 2.7 2.0 2.0 2.2
log .34 .35 .36 .32 .50 .33 .43 .31 .30 .35
Reinforcement
Condition 1 1 R R E E E R a E
Trial 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
Median Speed 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.0 2.2 2.2
log .36 .39 .39 .31 .36 .36 .35 .30 .34 .34
Reinforcement
Condition a R R R E R
Trial 51 52 53 54 55 56
Median Speed 2.0 1.8 2.3 2.7 3.2 2.5
log .30" .25 .37 .43 .51 .39
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Summary of Maze Hesults
Criterion trials
Group CE3 (I'tp?)
Subject
Sf
3?
|6Sy
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Subject
S.j
?2
3;
4
Mean
Standard
Deviation
total Correct m Incorrect m
30 15 4 15 0
28 14 to 14 5
30 14 4 16 1
29 19 13 10 2
35 15 4 20 0
32 20 8 12 2
20 13 ? 7 1
29.14 15.71 7.43 13.43 1.57
4.63 2.69 4.06 4.24 1.11
Group CRj (1^ 8)
total Correct VfE Incorrect ?TE
43 2? 9 16 0
31 2? 14 14 7
33 14 11 19 7
37 26 16 tt 2
40 12 18 3 :
46 26 14 20 5
31 1? 9 14 2
31 15 11 16 2
36.5 20.25 12 c 0 16.0 3. f
5. 5.24 2.5 2.9? 2.56
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Median Running Speed on last 8 trials (in seconds}
!!. !■ I hi »im«iiiit i I 1W M  J ii .l ni t l ltf 1| rt*riwmiii | .  HU <+rn* me n n r u m am* m  «— r
Group DR3 
Group- CR3
1 2 3 4 5
3.2 3.2 3.4 10.3 4.9
6.2 4*1 4.9 2.8 3*4
APPENDIX C
Summary of Runway and Mase Results
Original training
Group FRj (N*7)
Subject
s,
52
53
I4
§6 
Sj
Mean
Standard
Deviation
total Correct VTE Incorrect VTE
52 37 30 15 3
95 58 43 37 6
56 42 34 14 3
122 68 48 54 12
95 56 31 39 4
7? 46 28 31 8
57 36 2? 21 8
79.14 49.0 ,34.4 30.14 6.29
25.48 11.4 8.02 16.79 3.30
Subject
Sj
So
S3
S6
S?
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Subject
S|
So
b
S44o';
.6
Mean
Standard
Deviation
rersalj training
Group FRj (H»7)
total Correct TOS Incorrect VTE
39 20 19 19 f 9
49 27 25 22 5
42' 24 18 18 6
33 18 17 15 9
37 13 to 24 9
47 26 21 21 10
43 20 18 23 17
41.43 21.14 18.29 20.29 9.29
5.63 4.91 4.53 3.0 3.86
Group FRg Or?)
Total Correct ?TE Incorrect VTE
68 38 32 30 19
65 32 23 33 17
53 24 10 29 3
34 20 14 14 4
40 19 18 21 12
45 19 9 26 a
71 38 28 33 12
53.71 27.14 19*14 26.56 JO, ?1
14.8 8.68 8.8? 6,94 6.09
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